PRESS
RELEASE
DGIT SYSTEMS ACQUIRES BILLING SYSTEMS VENDOR INOMIAL PTY LTD.

NICE, FRANCE – MAY 16th, 2018 – DGIT Systems today announced the acquisition of Inomial Pty Ltd.
Inomial Pty Ltd is a Billing Systems Vendor with a strong customer base predominantly located in the Asia Pacific
region.
“Inomial’s suite of billing related products complement DGITs award winning Telflow Service Delivery Platform”,
Greg Tilton CEO DGIT Systems said today. “The acquisition of Inomial provides us with a significant value- our
offer now supports a full -service proposition for our customers delivered as a cloud or on – premises option.”
The combined Telflow and Inomial value proposition provides a realisation of the TM Forum Open Digital
Architecture powered by TM Forum Open API’s to provide solutions spanning from digital customer channels to
virtualised networks.
DGIT Systems and Inomial have worked together as strategic partners with a common group of customers for
some time and collaboration between the R&D programs have both produce suites aligned on a dynamic
microservices architecture in keeping with the very latest in IT Architecture thinking. DGITs acquisition will
facilitate a seamless Quote-to-Order-to-Activate-to-Bill to cover complex enterprise network solutions, managed
services and B2B integrated domestic or global wholesale.
Michael Lawrey, Chairman at DGIT Systems welcomed Inomial Pty Ltd founder Mark Lillywhite to the Board of
DGIT Systems noting that “Mark’s ongoing involvement and contribution to DGIT Systems through his role as a
Board member and Head of the Billing Systems Division will be invaluable and further strengthen our leadership
in this space. DGIT is on a mission to provide the most capable Quote-to-Cash and Order-to-Activate platform
for the Telco and Service Provider industries.”

About DGIT Systems:
DGIT Systems is a specialist Telco Product and Solution company with a full services capability from Design to Delivery to
Support. DGIT was formed in 2005 and has development centres in Melbourne and Denpasar. DGIT delivered a number of
Telco order management, activation and assurance projects for Australian clients before developing Telflow. DGIT released the
Telflow product in 2014 and has achieved TM Forum Conformance Certified Product (SID & eTOM). DGIT is a thought leader in
the Telco Order to Activation space and has been a key contributor to the TM Forum B2B2x and API programs and the MEF
LSO.
For further information see: www.dgitsystems.com
About Inomial:
Inomial is a leading vendor of microservice based billing and rating solutions. Established in 1999, Inomial has more than 65
customers in the Asia-Pacific region. Inomial’s billing product, formerly known as Smile, is a high performance rating, billing and
receivables platform used by CSPs, ISPs, IPTV providers and other industries. Inomial has been a strategic partner with DGIT
Systems for the last two years with successful customer implementations and industry projects.
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